
 
 
 
 
 
PatBase Express Enhancements (1 February 2008) 
 
 
FRENCH AND GERMAN LANGUAGE INTERFACES AND HELP FILES 
ADDED TO PATBASE EXPRESS 
 
 
PatBase Express now incorporates a multilingual interface. Users can select to view the 
PatBase Express interface in English, German or French.   Help Files will then be viewed 
in the selected language (French Help Files are imminent). 
 
 
PatBase Express Language Selection 
 

 
 
PatBase Express Advanced Search Interface in French 
 

 
 
Please remember that the keywords to be searched should be entered in English primarily 
– if French or German language keywords are entered, documents will be found, but only 



those originating in that language.  To search the bulk of data, English is the main 
language to use for Keyword searching.  French or German Keywords will be very useful 
to search the full-text of patent documents from those countries.  There is a growing list 
of other languages available for searching in PatBase, where abstracts are machine-
translated into English and both abstracts are available for viewing and searching (e.g. 
Spanish, Swedish). 
 
PatBase Express Help File in German 
 

 
 
 
More languages are to be added, and soon users will be able to access PatBase Express in 
Japanese. 
 
MACHINE TRANSLATION AND NEW DATA 
 
PatBase Express also incorporates a machine translation facility from English into other 
languages (including French, German, Chinese and Japanese) or from these languages 
into English, which aids users to understand the claims and description sections within 
the full-text body of foreign language patent documents.  In 2007, Hit Maps were added 
to PatBase Express as well.  Hit Maps are very useful as they highlight the keywords that 
have been searched, so it is faster and much easier to scan quickly through the patent 
documents to find the relevant sections.   
 
A mass of new text for searching has been added to PatBase Express (the same data is 
available in PatBase Express as in the Advanced PatBase database, used by patent 
searching professionals). This includes several million Japanese Utility models, Japanese 
full-text of patents, abstracts and claims from many other authorities in non-English 
languages, some of which is pre-machine translated for searching and some of which can 
now be displayed in another language (e.g. Swedish, Chinese, Korean, Japanese full-
text). Non-English data can be translated quickly on-screen.  
 



 
MACHINE TRANSLATION OF ABSTRACT, JAPANESE TO ENGLISH 
 

 
 
RSS FEEDS reminder 
 
Please don’t forget that PatBase Express users can set up an unlimited number of RSS 
Alert Feeds to keep abreast of technological or competitive developments in a given field. 
The Help Files explain how to use this feature, there is no additional cost for RSS Feeds 
in PatBase Express. 
 
Please contact Minesoft Customer Services for more help or information.  
 


